CLACS provides competitive Academic Year and Summer funding opportunities for University of Illinois graduate and undergraduate students including Foreign Language and Area Studies (FLAS) Fellowships, as well as Tinker Summer Pre-Dissertation Research Grants for graduates. Faculty and students may also apply for support for special events, small conference grants, summer research grants, speakers, film showings or musical performances related to their research in Latin America and the Caribbean.

For additional information, including application instructions and deadlines for our annual funding programs, please visit www.clacs.illinois.edu
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Established in 1965 as a Title VI National Resource Center by the U.S. Department of Education, the Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies continues to serve students, faculty, and academic professionals from across the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign campus and University of Chicago consortium. CLACS promotes innovative research, offers a highly specialized learning environment, and engages in public awareness programs about Latin America and the Caribbean. Our students critically examine the region’s histories, challenges, and complex connections to the United States and other parts of the world. We also house the Lemann Institute for Brazilian Studies and one of the largest library collections on Latin America in the U.S. We are recognized among the nation’s premier centers for Latin American and Caribbean Studies.

CLACS Outreach Activities Include

- CLACS Lecture Series
- Latin American Teachers’ Workshop
- Spanish Time in Schools/Libraries
- Spanish Story Time
- Outreach Lending Library
- Speakers Bureau
- Realidades/Realities about Latin America
- Latin American Film Festival

With over 100 affiliated faculty, CLACS offers connections with Latin American specialists in more than 40 academic departments at the University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign campus.

We aim to increase awareness of Latin America and the Caribbean through our outreach activities and academic and public programming. CLACS provides opportunities for faculty and students to develop activities directed to K-16 educators and their students, local businesses, other professional groups, and the general public.